
Termite protected structural blue pine framing

Specifically designed to protect Hyne 
Frame from termite attack in areas 
south of the Tropic of Capricorn, Hyne 
T2 Blue continues to gain momentum as 
a preferred structural softwood building material. 
Providing consumers with confidence and security 
for their new home or renovation, Hyne T2 Blue 
has a 25 year guaranteed protection against 
structural damage by termites.



Protected. Stable. Reliable.
These days, builders understand their clients concern about the security and structural 
integrity of their home, with more and more builders choosing Hyne T2 Blue to provide  
that additional level of protection against termites. Being non toxic to all mammals,  
Hyne T2 Blue is totally safe to handle and off-cuts are easily disposed of to landfill.

For architects, designers and specifiers, the knowledge that Hyne T2 Blue is extremely  
low cost means that specifying it makes great sense for their clients. Hyne T2 Blue is a  
H2F level treatment which complies with AS 1604, the Timber Utilisation and Marketing  
Act in Queensland and the Timber Marketing Act in NSW and meets the requirements  
(south of the Tropic of Capricorn) as a termite resistant timber as specified in the Building 
Code of Australia.

Timber merchants and truss and frame manufacturers can simply nominate Hyne T2 Blue  
as part of the allocation of Hyne Frame available from Hyne Wholesale.

Hyne T2 Blue is produced from renewable resources protecting our environment for  
future generations

Is Hyne T2 Blue safe?
Hyne T2 Blue is non toxic to all mammals. However, normal timber usage and handling 
precautions and personal hygiene should be observed at all times.

Numerous independent studies have also found that timber sourced from well managed 
plantation resources has a low net environmental impact, and much lower than most man 
made materials. The use of Hyne T2 Blue with safe organic based preservatives may also 
reduce or eliminate the need for other chemicals in the form of ground barrier treatments.

Grades
Utility, F5, MGP10, MGP12, MGP15

lenGTHs
Hyne T2 Blue is packaged in set lengths packs ranging from 2.4 to 6.0m.

GuaranTee
Hyne guarantees that correctly installed Hyne T2 Blue is resistant against termite attack  
for a period of 25 years from the date of supply.

Any correctly installed Hyne T2 Blue that becomes structurally unserviceable due to termite 
attack within the guarantee period will be repaired or replaced at no cost to the homeowner 
subject to terms in the guarantee.
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For more info call us on 1300 30 4963, email info@hyne.com.au  
or visit hyne.com.au


